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Concepts and Terms 

UN Security Council Resolution 1680 

3.21.2007 

Definition 

This term refers to UN Security Council resolution 1680, (5/17/06), which seeks to assert Lebanon's 

sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence. The resolution thus calls for the 

establishment of formal diplomatic ties between Lebanon and Syria and the demarcation of the border 

between the two countries.  

Content of Resolution 

UN Security Council Resolution 1680 calls for: 

 Full implementation of Resolution 1559;1 

 Measures to be taken against the movement of arms into Lebanese territory for militias ; 

 Disarmament of Palestinian militias; 

 Positive Syrian response regarding delineation of the common border, establishment of formal 

diplomatic relations, assertion of Lebanon's sovereignty, and respect for Lebanese territorial 

integrity. 

Background 

Three major events in Lebanese politics led to the approval of the UN Security Council resolution 

1680 (5/17/06):  

1. The UN Security Council resolution 1559 (9/04), which called for withdrawal of foreign forces 

from Lebanon and disarmament of militias, had not been implemented;  

2. The assassination of Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri (2/05);  

3. The withdrawal of Syrian forces from Lebanon (4/05). 

However, the Lebanese government still faced turmoil within its society which disrupted its 

sovereignty; Syria still exerted influence on Lebanese politics, Hizbullah and Palestinian militias 

continued to be trained and armed, and Resolution 1559 could not be implemented. 

Nabih Berri, Speaker of the Lebanese Parliament, initiated the 'National Dialogue Forum (03/06), 

which assembled leading political forces, representing every confessional group2 in Lebanon, in order 

                                                      
1  The articles that had not been implemented included disbanding and disarming the militias; extending the Lebanese 

government's control over all its territory; respect the sovereignty, the political independence and the territorial 

integrity of Lebanon; and holding free and fair presidential elections. For the Reut definition of the Term UN 

Security Council 1559 and the full document click here. 
2  The makeup of the forum was based on confessional and even clan foundations. The Christians were represented 

by traditional spokesmen (the Gemayel family and Samir Geagea – leader of the "Lebanese Forces") alongside the 

former Army commander, Michel Aoun; the Shiites by Berri and the Secretary-General of Hizbullah, Hasan 
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to discuss the issues causing tension.3 Despite the attempt at the National Dialogue, the authority and 

legitimacy of the Lebanese government were limited;4 the government's attempts to disband and 

disarm the Palestinian militias failed; and the dispute over the Shebaa Farms allowed Hizbullah a 

pretext under which to claim legitimacy for refusing to disarm.5 

The instability following Hariri’s assassination6 and the report of the UN Secretary General's envoy 

in Lebanon which stated that Resolution 1559 had not been fully implemented, led France and the 

US to initiate Resolution 1680. 

Following the war in Lebanon (07/06) the National Dialogue was interrupted. When it resumed after 

the war, Hizbullah demanded increased representation in the Lebanese Parliament, sufficient to obtain 

veto power over the government’s decisions. Thence Hizbullah challenges the legitimacy and 

authority of Prime Minister Siniora’s government with an objective of changing the balance of power 

in Lebanon.7   

 

End.  

                                                      
Nasrallah; the Sunnis by Sa'ad al-Hariri, son of the assassinated former PM Rafiq al-Hariri, and by the current PM 

Siniora; and the Druze exclusively by Walid Jumblatt. (Aiman Mansour, The Lebanese Dialogue, Jaffee Center 

for Strategic Studies, No. 167, 4/11/06). 
3  The challenges which the National Dialogue Forum addressed included the continuation in office of President 

Lahoud (a prominently pro-Syrian figure), the presence of armed Palestinian militias, the question of Lebanese 

sovereignty over the Sheba'a Farms, the future of Hizbullah's military force and the nature of Lebanon's 

relationship with Syria. 
4  Zvi Barel, "Everyone was invited but Lahoud", Haaretz, 3/22/06. 
5  Nizar Abdel-Kader, Bitterlemons.org, 6/29/06. 
6  Former Prime Minister Hariri's assassination sparked anti-Syrian protests in Lebanon. In the months following 

Hariri's assassination, known anti-Syrian journalists and politicians were assassinated. 

(www.globaljournalists.org) Though Syria's implication in these bombings has not been proven, the attacks are 

seen as a continuation of Syria's control over Lebanon. 
7  The National Dialogue Conference held before the war achieved significant progress on issues relating to the 

Shebaa farms, relations with Syria and the establishment of an international court regarding the assassination of 

Rafiq Hariri. But it failed to deal with Hizballah's arms and the election of a new president. After the war, 

Hizballah, allied with General Michel Aoun, moved from that agenda to a new one calling for the establishment 

of a "national unity government" in which both would have veto power over Cabinet decisions. (Bitterlemons.org). 

Prime Minister Siniora's refusal to accept Hizbullah's requests led to street riots and a deterioration of the political 

stability in Lebanon (since 11/06). 
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